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ACTING PRESIDENT'S REPORT.
Trinity College,
Hartford, Conn.
To the Trustees of T1·inity Callege:

The year ju t closed, in addition to the usual problems alway confronting a College Executive, presented several that
were somewhat unusual, some of which are still awaiting
olution.
In common with mo t American Colleges, Trinity during
the past year suffered from that loss of morale which seems to
haYe affected the whole people after the \ Var. This teaction
from the ' tense restraint and elf sacrifice of the war period
shm-ved itself in a p~rit of lawlessness, hostility to authority,
and a craving for excitement and extravagance in general.
The e symptom were no more evident at Trinity than elsewhere, and tJ:lere was always a ober element among our
,tudents which di countenanced and deplored the occasional
outbreaks ol: rowdyism or offences against good taste that
occurred during the year. The really lawless element was, I
belie,·e, in a decided minority, but like all minorities, wa
capable of infinite harm, if not checked by the vigorou action
of the majority.
One of the contributory causes of this law lessness wa
the enforcement of prohibition which in the face of the general
reaction again t any form of di cipline or restraint referred
to, caused a perverse craving for just those indulgences that
the Volstead Act denied. There seems to have been no
difficulty in obtaining wine and spirit in Hartford, and the
quality · of what >vas sold was far more harmful than when
the sale had been lawful. On one occasion certain alumni
appear to have provided drink for the undergraduates, and
I cannot overemphasize the indignation with which the
Faculty regard uch a deliberate corruption of student morals
by older men whom the students are taught by college tradition "to admire and imitate.
On everal occasions of a ocial nature the bounds of
propriety and decency were seriously transgressed, but it is
particularly difficult to deal with such behavior, for it is more
or less tolerated by fooli h parents and the public generally,
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while the music halls and moving pictures have so lowered
standards generally that any protest seems incomprehensible
to those who have been brought up in such an atmosphere.
To meet the e and similar problems, I believe much
could be done by building up a strong system of self government formulated and enforced by the college senate. This
body is generally eager to use its influence to create a right
sentiment, and enforce good conduct as far a its limited
authority goes. ·w ith added responsibility and power, I feel
confident it would rise to a fine ense of the dignity of it
mission as conservator of the good name of the College. It
could handle particular cases of lawlessness much more
effectively than the faculty, because the students them elYes
are naturally better informed as to where the blame rests, and
can obtain information in ways not open to the di cipline
committee.
Th~ question of absences from college exercises is a problem of increasing difficulty. Fully nine-tenth of the work
of the discipline committee is concerned with enforcing a
reasonable attendance at classes and at the required Chapel
services. So far no really satisfactory method ha been found
for dealing with "over-cutting," although several have been
tried. Following the regime of the S. A. T. C. th.ere were no
"allowed absences," and every time a student needed a cut
for some obviously legitimate purpose that even the army
would have recognized, he had to obtain special permi sion,
while there were constant petitions for excuses. on all manner
of trivial grounds which made the committee a great deal oi
work in passing upon such cases. Even an experienced Dean
would have found it extremely difficult to deal justly with the
numerous petitions and excuses presented.
The result of this experiment was an enthusiastic return
last September to the old system of a limited number of
allowed absences with the added feature, then tried for the
first time, of exemption from required attendance on the part
of those whose marks in all subjects were B or over. But in
spite of a very serious attempt to make the tudents sare
their allowed absences for all sorts of minor needs such as a
friend's wedding, a parent's visit, or a matter of business, the
old story of used up absences in mid-term with a request for
additional leave, was constantly presenting itself; and in such
cases it would take a hard hearted committee to refuse a request to be allowed to go home for a sister's wedding, for
instance. To the question: \Vhy did you not ave up your
cuts for this occasion? the reply invariably indicates the a!-
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most ineradicable impression that allowed absences are to be
u ed when there i no legitimate reason for cutting, but a
oon a a really good excuse presents itself, extra absence
will of course be granted. It will take ome time to overcome
uch an impression, created probably many years ago · when
the college wa much smaller than it is now and discipline
may have been administered in a more intimate and personal
manner; but I feel sure a better attitude can be created in
time by a consistent policy of impartial enforcement of the
rule .
The men who won the privilege of having no restrictions
on their attendance, took advantage of it more than was
anticipated. In fact mo t of them ran far beyond the extreme
limits permitted to the re t. This would be less· serious in
its con equences in some courses and some subjects than in
others; but, in any case, it g<;>es to prove that the usual undergrad·u ate is hardly mature enough to ·be treated as if his own
best intere t were a sufficient incentive, and that our method
of required attendance cannot b~ safely abandoned.
Attendance at morning prayer and the unday Service
i even more difficult to enforce. The number of allowed
absence in these categories has been recently reduced, but,
even so, a great variety of exceptional cases have to be taken
into account and excuses granted. The man who waits on
table at the refectory or in a fraternity house thereby earning
his board, the one who works till midnight ix days a week
and has no first hour classes, the increasing number who live
at home with their parents-these all have to receive especial
consideration, and the result i far from sati factory In spite ·
of what eems like an almost inevitable dwindling in attendance on Sundays, those who do come exhibit a reverential
attitude during the Service, and give a respectful attention to
the sermon that is very unusual if not unique among colleges.
It would, therefore, be a serious calamity, I believe, if this
important feature of College life were abandoned, or even
seriou ly modified. Doubtless a beautiful Chapel, a fine organ
and a large and well trained choir will some day help counteract the present preference for other churches and the natural
de ire of many to act as choristers or layreaders elsewhere,
and may even offset to some extent the increasing exodus
from Hartford over week-ends.
One of the most erious questions confronting the new
president, is the rapidly growing number of students who are
working their way through College by obtaining employment
in various offices and factories of the town either for the after-
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noon or evenmg and frequently till late at night. This
necessarily makes study difficult, and in several case during
the past year had a very serious effect upon the tudent's
health. Many of these men could not have met their ]i,•ing
e'xpenses but for this work and even cholarship aid failed to
relieve them of this neces ·ity. Others, however, fmding their
services in great demand, were tempted into accepting offers
. of remunerative employment in order to have more spending
money. In such cases outside work is most undesirable, and
in all case ome supen·i ·ion should be exerci ed if possible,
by the College, in spite of the fact that there is a natural
hesitation about interfering with the way in 'which a ·tudcnt
spends his spare time. At best this growing practice makes
all afternoon clas es unpopular, including the required gymnasium work, and there were numerous petitions last year for
permission to do the latter in sori1e free morning hour. In
some cases thi could be arranrred, and, with an assistant in
the gymnasium next \i\finter, more can be imilarly accommodated; this, however, till leaves the afternoon laboratory
classes very poorly attended, and there seems to be no ob,·ious
remedy for this unfortunate situation as long a there are ~o
many students who are obliged to earn money.
The classroom work during the year was not a· good as
the early part of the Fall term promised. Cau es already outlined affected the final re:ults, and in addition quite a number
were dropped in February who would never haYe been admitted but for an unusual leniency in interpreting our entrance requirements which seemed neces ary as a result of
post-bellum conditions. The preparatory school seem to regard college entrance requirements as an arbitrary and unreasonable barrier set up by an autocratic clique of specialists.
As a matter of fact, however, the college only wants to be sure
that the men it admits ar prepared to do College g-rade work,
and care very little just what g-round has been covered in
school, provided the necessary training- and fundamental prt>requisites have been given. But clearly, the present requirements, faulty as they doubtlc.·s arc, seem to offer the bc.;t
estimate yet devised of a candidate's ability to pur ue more
· advanced work, and the experi nee of the past year certainly
proves that any sen iblc relaxing of our demands would onlv
result in a corresponding increase i11 the number of casualtie-s
in February and June, with <L consequently harmful effect
upo'n the College body as a whole.
During the past vVinter a matter of purely internal sig-nificance and administrative policy was magnified by the
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students, alumni and the pres into indication of mutual
animosity between certain o-called groups of the faculty.
The local pres in particular, with that eagerness for sensation which characterizes mo t American newspapers, was
determined that a schism must exi t, and with the aid of
hearsay eYidencc and inuendo vigorously exploited the situation for weeks. Actually the faculty is, by and large, a most
harmonious body, and, to a man, wholly loyal to the College.
X aturally there arc relationships and preferences based upon
congeniality or on common interests, but that such affiliations
result in any concerted activity to make life unpleasant for
other members, or for the purpose of controlling faculty
action, as ha been alleged, i wholly false.
It is with great regret that I must record the resignation
of two of our most Yalued professors. One enters upon a
\\'ell-earned retirement from active teaching, and the other
leayes us to accept a flattering offer from a larger institution.
Dr. Robert B. Rigg has been for thirty-three years Scoville
Professor of Chemistry, and during that period has built up a
strong and steadily growing department which has turned out
many successful chemists in the fields both of industry and
research. His successor Dr. Vernon K. Krieble comes to us
from McGill University with a fine reputation for energy and
ability both a a teacher and investigator. Doctor \Vilbur M.
Urban who leaYes us to go to Dartmouth has been Brownell
Professor of Philosophy for the pa t eighteen years, and has
carried in addition the work of what should be a separate department of psychology. His influence upon our students in
deYcloping anity and mental fearlessness, as well as in
giving them inspiring ideals for life cannot be overestimated,
and our sister college is indeed to be congratulated in securing such a man.
o permanent appointment has yet been
made to fill Profe sor Urban's place, but a very highly recommended young man from Columbia, Dr. Costello, will carry
the work of the department next year.
Mr. Bacon who .ha been with us as an instructor in
English for a year and a half also leaves to accept an excellent
position in Harvard. His teaching has been of a high quality,
and he should have a successful career. No new instructor
in this qepartment will be appointed at present, but the position of Assistant Professor ha been revived, and Dr. Morse
Allen, a young man of excellent training and breadth of
cultiYation has been appointed to fill it.
In addition to these changes, a wholly new position of
a~ sistant gymnasium in tructor has been created in order to
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relieve Dr. Swan of pa~t of the increasingly h'eavy burden he
has had to carry. Mr. Drew, the appointee, is a graduate from
Colby and the Springfield Training School, and promi es to
be a valuable addition to our staff, particularly, as in addition
to his experience in the gymnasium, he has decided ability as
an athletic coach, especially on the running track.
The new course in Insurance will be continued with the
same instructors who have kindly consented to take the time
from their regular office work, in order to further an intelligent interest on the part of our young men in that mo t
vital branch of modern business. More than twenty men
elected the course last Winter, and though comparatively few
of them wil1 actually take up Insurance as a life work, the
value of such an introduction to any one who will some day
have property to protect, workmen . to employ and a family
dependent on his earning power is too obvious to need especial
comment.
Although a college of Trinity's size would not be justified
in greatly enlarging its curriculum beyond the obvious fundamental courses in the arts and sciences, two courses of general and cultural interest might well be added as soon a
the necessary funds are available. One o~ these is a cour e
in the history of fine arts covering the development of architecture, sculpture, painting and design.
Although not a
strictly academic subject, it would be a valuable supplement
to the study of the classics, history and psychology, in which
subjects the inspiration of art and artists plays such a Yital
part; and in any ·c ase the desirability of an intelligent appreciation of beauty in any form is indisputable.
A course in elementary and international law would also
be of the highest value as a part of a general education, or as
an introduction to the more specialized training of the law
schools. Treated historically and with especial emphasis on
the intimate connection between legal codes and the growth
of civilization, it would result in sending· out our graduates
with an added respect for our national institutions and with
some a·p preciation of the dignity of the Law.
There has been for several years a growing feeling
among many of the faculty that a flexible group sy tem
would add much to the effectiveness of our curriculum, and
during the past year, preliminary steps were taken toward
inaugurating five groups leading to the science degree, o
that every candidate for the B . S. would have to follow a
more or less prescribed course of tudy in one of these groups.
I believe this would be a desir;able change, not merely be-
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cause it is coming to be the practice in other colleges, but
mainly because the defects in our present largely unrestricted
method have grown increasingly apparent. For instance, it
-hould not be possible for a boy to graduate, as has happened
several times, with a highly specialized knowledge of chemi try and without a single. course in physics to his credit. It
should be equally impo sib)e for a biologist or physicist to
obtain a degree without an adequate knowledge of chemistry.
I cannot believe that a student instinctively elects what he
most needs for his chosen career. The hours on which a
course is scheduled, its reputed difficulty or ease, the personal
popularity of the instructor are very potent factors in determining his choice. Con equently I hope that the movement, already started, may .result in a system which will give
plenty of latitude to reasonable preferences, and yet prevent
: either an unwise scattering, or a too intense concentration
! in the matter of elections.
The election of the more advanced cour es in any department seems to be very closely related to the amount of
original work that is being turned · out by those in charge.
This is certainly true in a university and I believe it is also
true to a lesser degree in the smaller colleges. The man deYoted to research is almost sure to come to his classes with
more enthusiasm and greater mental freshness than the man
who only does the teaching required of him and has no
further interest in his subject. Classes are quick to notice
the difference, and though the teaching may be equally good
in both cases from a purely pedagogical standpoint, the
enthusiast, even with less pedagogic skill will win the larger
following. It is gratifying to note that Trinity, for its size,
has an unusual number of professors who are making frequent contributions to the literature of their re pective fields
of learning. Nearly one-third of the Faculty are decidedly
prolific in this respect, and almost every member from time
to time publishes a book or article that not only gives
eYidence of his ability, but helps give the College a creditable
tanding among similar institutions.
The material needs of the College have frequently been
discussed by your board, but I hope it will not be out of place
to rehearse what seems to me the most essential additions to
our equipment. A new gymnasium should, I think, head
such a list. The modern boy from the best preparatory
schools has been accustomed to what our earlier generation
would have regarded as luxurious arrangements for his
physical development.
Indoor tennis courts, tiled shower
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baths, swimming pool , and a ba. cball "cage" arc .every day
affairs, and many a prospcctiYe student is won or lo t to a
college by its gymnasium. In ·uch a building could also be
located a new and more adequate hall for public exercise
and lecture , dramatic and musical
ntertainment . The
pre ent alumni hall is pcrhap suitable for holding examinations and for dancing, but it i inconvenient and tdo .mall
for Commencement and imilar occa. ions. A really good
auditorium is therefore much to be desired. In connection
with the gymna ium greater open air facilitie for the Yariou
team including uch minor sports as t nni and association
football are imperatively needed.
\\ ith regular physical
training now required of a ll four cia e , the present equipmentis hopelessly in ufficicnt, and mak the problem of providing exercise at tatcd times almost in oluble.
The three
tenni courts recently put in workin; condition arc u ·ed
every aYailable moment with a discouragingly long line of
players awaiting their turn. Eight· or nine court would be
none too many. The former soccer field is not in commi.sion
at al l, and with only one baseball diamond and one football
field, it is nidcnt that few be. ide the regular teams can play
the e games.
lass and "scrub" team should be encouraged
in every possible way, but ·w ithout space to practice in. their
xistcncc is decidedly precarious. \\' hile not a matter of
material expansion, the question of coaching the teams might
we ll be considered here. This difficult problem has been so
far in th hands of the a lumni who find the coa h and loyally
furnish the necessary funds. But the relation between coach
and college is in con quence a Yery loose one. and I believe
the interests of sport as well as of education would be
furthered if a more permanent and dignified po, ition could
be created-making the coach a college official and a member
of the facu lty. This was the ca e as long a Professor Gettell
coached the football t am, and no one can deny that thae
were very great adYantagc in the arrangcm nt. It i difficult
t find the right man for such an important po ition, and as
probably no on person could do all the coaching required. it
would be necessary for him to obtain expert assistance i
some directions; but he should be responsible for all the
regular sport. , and would scrye as a most valuable rm·•n"''t-1•
ing- link between the two great department of the
life, the athletic and the intellectual.
Second among our material need:, I would put a C
hapcl. In a sense our pres nt place of worship is
at least for the time being; in fact it is rarely filled; but it
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not alone a question of pace, for, as I have pointed out earlier
in this report, the religious life of the student ·would be
_trengthcned and deepened by a chapel who e ,-cry beauty
\Yould be an in piration.
new laboratory for the allied departments of Phy ·ics,
~lathematics, and Engineering is a third desideratum. The
especial importance of uch an addition arises mainly from
the Ycry crowded ondition of the
hemical department.
The pre cnt Jarvis Laboratories could b more easily adapted
to the needs o( hcmi try than to Physics and Engineering,
and the combination proposed would be in accordance with
the practice of many other colleges. It we were to reach an
enrollment of . ay thre hundred, the present facilitie for both
phy -ic and chemistry ·w ould be wholly inadequate, and it is
well to be prepared for what would be only a moderate increa e in our numbers.
A further need which, in some respects, is more Yital
than any other is the erection of more houses for the faculty.
The difficulty of ecuring satisfactory homes near the College
is steadily increasing, and new profes ors are often compelled
to liYc mUes away. At best we are wi !ely scattered, so that
the community life which is such a pleasant feature of many
college i impossible, and friendly intercourse between
. tudent and faculty in many ca c i limited to the cia sroom. This intimacy both between members of the faculty
and between the faculty and student should be a particular
feature f the mall college, and though our urban location
i- aLo a disadvantage from thi point of view, still the situation could be greatly improved i( half a dozen attractive
houses were built on the Coli gc grounds, and rented to our
instructors at a figure that would give a small return on the
im·estment, and yet come within the scope of our salaries.
It is obvious that all the c improvements, not to mention
increased alaries, more in. tructors and assistant profc sors,
and other growing demands on our income nece sitate an
immediate increase in the endowment of the College. Thi
i. now being undertaken, and call for no comment in this
report; but T wish to call attention to one aspect of the
que tion of income that has been . omcwhat neglected in the
pa. t. I refer to small annual contributions from the alumni for
running cxpen. es. Most college. have their alumni organized
for this very purpose, and obtain annual contributions of from
fiye to twenty-five dollars. as a rule, fron~ fu lly half
oi them. I believe we could obtain an average annual . ubscription of ten d liars from fully one thousand alumni, which
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number wo'uld grow with time, and we should thus obtain a
steady source of income for current needs that would frequently have turned a deficit into a profit in pa t year , and
even today would mean the financing of perhaps three profes ors' salaries. Thi i distinctly the work of the alumni
themselyes who through their agents could collect this money
and hand it over each year to their Alma Mater as a gift in
recognition of the debt they owe her.
In order to further the spirit of loyalty that any appeal
for money presupposes, wisely considered and directed publicity is highly de irable. Trinity has, I believe, neYer had a
really accredited publicity agent, and this important feature
of the modern American college's sy tem has been left to
unauthorized alumni, students and occasional members of the
faculty. The result has often been either no real publicity at
all, or an unfortunate airing of oiled linen that has done u
serious harm by conveying a fal e impression that the sample
exhibited were typical. I am far from advocating a policy of
flamboyant advertising such as some institutions of alleged
learning indulge in. Such a course is beneath a college of our
reputation, but since we live in a clay when privacy is a
luxury, it is well to ee to it tha,t what is p,ublished about
u and our affairs should be correct, and a 'far as po ible
not "featured" with sensational auxiliaries to fact. If the
"story" of a student escapade, or the account of a college
function i left to an irresponsible boy, it is l_ikely to be either
a lurid di play of budding journalism or full of inaccuracie,
or both. It would seem then highly desirable to have tudent
reports of college matters subject to official censor hip and
such publicity and propaganda as is considered desirable, in
charge of an accredited agent endowed with taste, tact, and
energy. In the hands of such a man, the public in general,
and our alumni in particular, would follow our doincr with
greater interest and sympathy, and an appeal for fund ·would
meet with a more enthusiastic response. In fact an efficient
press bureau is one of the most important factors in creating
the right kind of sentiment where the welfare of a college i
concerned, and if we recognize this fact in time, with o much
else in our favor, we are certain to succeed in obtaining- an
adequate endowment and in putting the college on a ~oli
financial basis.
Respectively submitted,

HE RY A. PERKIN
Acting Pre iden

